
Friction



During recess one day, our students noticed something. “Why do we 

slip on the slide even with our shoes on?” We thought that we would 

only slip on the slide if we were wearing just socks. We learned that no 

matter what was on our feet, we would slowly slip, because of a force 

called friction. 

To test this idea of friction, we brought the experiment into the 

classroom. We used a small wooden ramp, a toy car, and changeable 

surfaces to see if the bumpiness of the surface would change the way 

the car slid down the ramp. 

Abstract



Will a toy car travel the farthest on a ramp with a smooth 

surface or a bumpy surface?

Hypothesis
In the class, 6 of the 20 students predicted that the 

car would travel the farthest if it slid down the ramp on 

a smooth surface. The other 14 students predicted that 

the car would travel the farthest on a bumpy surface.

Question



Variables
Control Variable
(what we keep the 
same)

Independent 
Variable
(what we change)

Dependent 
Variable
(what we observe)

● The car
● The ramp 

angle

● Surface 
bumpiness

● Distance the 
car travels



● Toy car

● Wooden Ramp

● 6 bumpy surfaces

● Ruler

● Measuring Tape

Materials



1. Set up a wooden ramp on the floor, and make sure it’s 

anchored to the ground with tape.

2. Place a bumpy surface on the wooden ramp and make 

sure it is fastened

3. Hold the car at the top of the ramp 

4. Let the car go

Experimental Procedure



5. Allow the car to slide down the ramp and come to a full 

stop

6. Measure the distance from the end of the ramp to the 

place the car came to a full stop

7. Repeat 5 times

8. Repeat steps 3 through 7 without the bumpy surface 

attached



Data

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Average

Distance on the bumpy 

surface (cm)

5 5 5 6 7 5.6

Distance on the smooth 

surface (cm)

21 11 15 16 18 16.2



Chart



Results
Our experiment shows that the car travels farther on a 

smooth surface than on a bumpy surface.  



From our experiment, we concluded that a car will travel 

farther on a smooth surface than on a bumpy surface. 

This is because when there is a bumpier surface, there is 

more friction between the car and the ramp. When the 

surface is smooth, there is less friction, which is why the 

car moves faster on the smooth surface compared to the 

bumpy surface.

Conclusions



We learnt…..

● That cars travel on many different surfaces 

● Friction is a force

● How to measure in centimeters

● How to draw a bar graph

What We learnt



● Slipping, Sliding Science! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ps90zArJEJY

● Friction Science Reader by Scholastic Books

● Balance and Forces by Scholastic Books
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